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😎I’mBaaack!😎 
 
Judge in Stone’s case was given the full unredacted MR. 
 
Gates "continues to cooperate with the gov’t" #Stone
#Craig 
 
The MR could end the Trump presidency w/out
impeachment #ShockandAwe 
 
EG:”Last week SDNY filed 50 Sealed vs. Sealed cases.”
#1MDB #TrumpFam etc

0:00

😎I’mBaaack2😎 

 

The Covode report ruined a presidency in 1860, the MR might do the same in 2020 &

lead to a Dem victory. 
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Barr Made $1.73M From AT&T-Time Warner Deal 

 

Dow tanks over 600 pts 

 

The cost of Trump's tariffs has fallen 'entirely' on US biz’ & consumers: $800 per fam.

😎I’mBaaack3😎 

 

China is raising tariffs on $60B of US goods starting June 1 

 

The day Trump imposed his 1st tariffs was 1/22/18. The Dow closed at 26,071.22. 

 

Since then the Dow has had a -2.86% return in 16 mos. 

 

Tax cuts & tariffs have cost America billions. GOP says suck it up

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D6fVUxWU8AAfibh.jpg


😎I’mBaaack4😎 

 

The ICE contracts will go to the agency’s Homeland Security Inv’s unit, which focuses

on drug trafficking, child exploitation & money laundering.  

 

No Democrats have read the less-redacted MR, but 🐢, Burr, LG, McCarthy & Collins,

have seen it- Nunes has not.

😎I’mBaaack5😎 

 

Dow Chemical Donates $1M to Trump, Asks Adm to Ignore Pesticide Study 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D6fWfIsUwAAA_7r.jpg
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Trump wants to slash funding for the EPA by 31%. This is another attempt to

undermine the agency's mission of protecting our environment and the health of all

Americans 

 

#ChemicalWarfare

😎I’mBaaack6😎 

 

Trump should be isolating Putin/Bannon pal Hungarian autocrat Viktor Orban, not

feting him at the WH 

https://threadreaderapp.com/hashtag/ChemicalWarfare
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European Parliament elections are around the corner & this visit will only elevate the

illiberal (anti-WLD) forces that Orban & his party represent  

 

#RWfascism

😎I’mBaaack7😎 

 

"Like Pol Pot or Josef Stalin, Orbán dreams of liquidating the intelligentsia, draining

the public of education &molding a more pliant nation." 

 

Orban has drastically altered democratic institutions and norms in Hungary since

winning back the PM job in 2010.

😎I’mBaaack8😎 

 

Minuteman III ballistic missile program funds will be used to pay for parts of border

wall🙄 
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The CDC was banned from researching gun violence. 

 

For the first time in over 20 years, the House Appropriations FY 2020 bill includes

$50 million to study gun violence.

😎I’mBaaack9😎 

 

The Supreme Court is on a perilous path. 

 

We have 5 Justices who will abandon precedent and not be faithful to the principle of

stare decisis. 

 

Fifth Farmer Pleads Guilty in Connection With Organic Fraud Scheme Totaling

Nearly $140 Million in Fraudulent Sales

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D6fefOXUUAALCzJ.jpg


😎I’mBaaack9😎 

 

Brown v. Board of Education—Supreme Court found segregated schools

unconstitutional 65 years ago this week: 

 

Supreme Court Allows Antitrust Suit Against Apple to Proceed 

 

Harvard Law School Makes Right Call To Oust Dean For Repping Harvey Weinstein
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😎I’mBaaack11😎 

 

NYAG joins lawsuit against Teva Pharma & 19 of the nation's largest generic drug

manufacturers alleging a broad, coordinated & systematic conspiracy to fix prices,

allocate markets, & rig bids for more than 100 different generic drugs. 

 

#BadassNYAG

0:00

😎I’mBaaack12😎 

 

Trump and Orban to cut billion-dollar arms deals at the possible expense of

Hungarian NGOs 

 

Putin needs Orbán & Trump 

& looks to Budapest and Trump to bring down sanctions wall. 

 

How Money Flows From Amazon to Racist Troll Haven 8chan

https://threadreaderapp.com/hashtag/BadassNYAG


😎I’mBaaack13😎 

 

Trump is asking for a meeting with Putin & has abandoned his demand for release of

Ukrainian sailors/ships 

 

Russia us jamming Ukrainian radio stations in N Crimea 

 

Court Finds Putin’s RM Broadcasting Must Register as a Foreign Agent
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😎I’mBaaack14😎 

 

Saudi oil tankers allegedly hit by 'sabotage attacks' as Gulf tensions soar 

 

Britain warns US of unintended escalation in conflict w/ Iran as Trump sends

bombers to the Gulf  

 

Swedish prosecutors to reopen rape case against WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange

😎I’mBaaack15😎 

 

Cuba begins widespread rationing due to shortages 

 

Anti-Gay AZ Pastor Becomes the 1st Person Banned From Ireland 
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Trade Spat Wipes Out $1 Trillion From Global Stock-Market Values 

📌TOC pump & dump 

 

Leaked docs show more than $500k in alleged spending by NRA CEO

😎I’mBaaack16😎 

 

Judge has suppressed the video of Patriots owner Robert Kraft obtained by police

from inside a Florida spa 

 

Jury: Monsanto to pay $2 billion in weed killer cancer case 

 

Doris Day, Movie Star Who Charmed America, Dies at 97

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D6fjD9TUIAA5EWl.jpg
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‼ FBI Declassification Underway in 9/11 Saudi Suit 

 

📌Pulled into a legal battle 15 years in the making, lawyers for the US gov’t apprised

the court Friday of its efforts to declassify documents that could link Saudi Arabia to

the 9/11 terrorist attacks. 

FBI Declassification Underway in 9/11 Saudi Suit
Pulled into a legal battle 15 years in the making, lawyers for the U.S. government
apprised the court Friday of its efforts to declassify documents that could link Saudi
Arabia to the 9/11 terrorist …

https://www.courthousenews.com/fbi-declassification-underway-in-9-11-saudi-suit/

How the Mueller report could end the Trump presidency without impeachment 

 

If the Covode report could help ruin a presidency in 1860, the Mueller report might

just do the same in 2020 — and lead to a Democratic victory. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2019/05/13/how-mueller-report-could-end-tru…

🏵Important Thread🏵 

 

The Mueller Report describes in detail the cyber war: the information war, the psyops

war, the disinformation war, the misinformation war in breathtaking scope.  

 

Alan W. Silberberg
@IdeaGov
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#MuellerReport #Impeachment  
Thread:   
I have read a large part of the Mueller Report, and a large part of 
the footnotes. *NOT A LAWYER* but have been involved in 
cyber security for a long time. Worked in White House + National 
Archives, + interned Congress 2x in Senate. So... 1/

807 6:06 AM - Apr 22, 2019

514 people are talking about this

📌Trump and Orban to cut billion-dollar arms deals at the possible expense of

Hungarian NGOs 

Trump and Orban to cut billion-dollar arms deals at the possible expen…
Direkt36 is a non-profit investigative journalism center with the mission to hold
powerful people and institutions accountable.

https://www.direkt36.hu/en/orban-es-trump-milliard-dollaros-fegyveruzletre-keszul-de-e…

📌Important Read: 

 

Viktor Orbán’s War on Intellect 

As the Hungarian prime minister systematically undermined his own country’s

education system, one institution stood defiant: a university in the heart of Budapest,

founded by George Soros. 

Viktor Orbán’s War on Intellect
As the Hungarian prime minister systematically undermined his own country’s
education system, one institution stood defiant: a university in the heart of
Budapest, founded by George Soros.

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2019/06/george-soros-viktor-orban-ceu/…

Trump is meeting Hungarian PM Viktor Orban at the WH. 

 

Orban has drastically altered democratic institutions and norms in Hungary since
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winning back the prime minister's job in 2010. He first served from 1998 to 2002. 

Who is Viktor Orban? Hungary's authoritarian prime minister to visit th…
Viktor Orban has drastically altered democratic institutions in Hungary since
winning power in 2010

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/who-is-viktor-orban-hungary-prime-minister-trump-me…

‼ ICYMI‼  

 

Bannon, plans to work with Orban in the run-up to European Parliament elections

next year. 

 

Bannon has set up a movement to elect right-wing nationalist and populist members

in European Parliament elections in May. 

Ex-Trump strategist Bannon says to work with Hungary PM Orban: me…
U.S. President Donald Trump's former political strategist, Steve Bannon, plans to
work with Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban in the run-up to European
Parliament elections next year, Bannon told…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-hungary-orban-bannon-idUSKCN1NM07X
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Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Bannon’s Mission  
 

Putin/Trump/Bannon’s Far Right Populist Movement (TOC 
fascism) are actively waging war on Pope Francis/Catholic 
Church & Western Liberal Democracy  
 

Evil versus Good
116 5:17 PM - Apr 16, 2019

127 people are talking about this

Trump should be isolating Hungarian autocrat Viktor Orban, not feting him at the

White House 

 

European Parliament elections are right around the corner, and this visit will only

elevate the illiberal (anti-WLD) forces that Orban and his party represent 

Opinion | Trump hosting Hungary's Victor Orban will only encourage t…
European Parliament elections are right around the corner, and this visit will only
elevate the illiberal forces that Orban and his party represent.

https://www.nbcnews.com/think/amp/ncna1004951

‼ OBG‼  

 

Why Putin needs Orbán 

Russia looks to Budapest and the new Trump reality to bring down sanctions wall. 

 

H/T @msmariaT 

Why Putin needs Orbán
Russia looks to Budapest and the new Trump reality to bring down sanctions wall.
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https://www.politico.eu/article/why-vladimir-putin-needs-viktor-orban-russia-hungary/

Trump favors democracy’s enemies. An Oval Office meeting with Viktor Orbán

Monday makes the point. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/global-opinions/trump-favors-democracys-e…

Trade Spat Wipes Out $1 Trillion From Global Stock-Market Values 

 

📌TOC pump & dump 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-13/trade-spat-wipes-out-1-

trillion-from-global-stock-market-values

“The Dow has had a -2.86% return in 16 months under Trump 

Early gains in his term were prior to his policies. Tax cuts and tariffs have cost

America billions. 

Don't buy the lies.” 

Nick Jack Pappas
@Pappiness

The day Trump imposed his first tariffs was January 22, 2018. 
The Dow closed at 26,071.22.  
 
Since then, the Dow has had a -2.86% return in 16 months. 
 
Early gains in his term were prior to his policies. Tax cuts and 
tariffs have cost America billions. 
 
Don't buy the lies.

322 8:15 PM - May 13, 2019

144 people are talking about this

William Barr Made $1.73 Million From AT&T-Time Warner Deal 

 

H/T @ericgarland  

William Barr Made $1.73 Million From AT&T-Time Warner Deal
William Barr, a former attorney general who is now a nominee for the post, has a
number of sources of income but the largest source last year wasn’t his $1 2
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number of sources of income, but the largest source last year wasn t his $1.2
million salary from law firm Kirkland & …

https://www.barrons.com/articles/attorney-general-nominee-william-barr-made-1-73-mil…

🏵Must Read Thread🏵 

 

Re: Complicit Barr 

 

Eric Garland
@ericgarland

Hey @CNN, my friend @colbymommy wants to know if any 
Time-Warner outlets are covering Barr and mentioning he was a 
board member. barrons.com/articles/attor…

2,546 4:10 PM - May 12, 2019

2,003 people are talking about this

William Barr Made $1.73 Million From AT&T-Time Warner Deal
William Barr, a former attorney general who is now a nominee for the
post, has a number of sources of income, but the largest source last
barrons.com

Trump lashes out at former White House counsel Don McGahn  

Trump lashes out at former White House counsel Don McGahn
The former White House counsel "had a much better chance of being fired than
Mueller," the president tweeted.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/05/11/trump-don-mcgahn-mueller-1317612

“The Supreme Court is on a perilous path.  

 

We have 5 Justices who will abandon precedent and not be faithful to the principle of

stare decisis.” 
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Kristen Clarke
@KristenClarkeJD

Replying to @KristenClarkeJD
The Supreme Court is on a perilous path.  
 
We have 5 Justices who will abandon precedent and not be 
faithful to the principle of stare decisis. 
 
Justice Breyer issued a dissent that makes clear the jeopardy 
that we are now in.  He asks “which cases the Court will overrule 
next”?

1,170 2:29 PM - May 13, 2019

851 people are talking about this

How Donald Trump Jr. and Richard Burr hit an impasse 

How Donald Trump Jr. and Richard Burr hit an impasse
Donald Trump Jr. is balking at answering more questions about the June 2016
Trump Tower meeting and the pursuit of a Trump Tower Moscow project, two
sources familiar with the matter told CNN, setting…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/13/politics/donald-trump-jr-richard-burr/index.html

The ICE contracts — one for $384k in Sept & another for $819k this month — will go

to the agency’s Homeland Security Investigations unit, which focuses not just on

immigration crimes but also on drug trafficking, child exploitation and money

laundering 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/paloma/the-cybersecurity-202/2019/…
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🏵Important Thread🏵 

 

Re: 8chan 

Judd Legum
@JuddLegum

1. How does 8chan, a racist message board linked to the gun 
massacres in New Zealand and Pittsburgh, generate enough 
cash to operate? 
 
Let's follow the money.popular.info/p/exclusive-ho…

5,836 11:53 AM - May 13, 2019

4,099 people are talking about this

📌How Money Flows From Amazon to Racist Troll Haven 8chan 

How Money Flows From Amazon to Racist Troll Haven 8chan
The man who owns a site that spews racism and violence also sells books. And
he’s very dependent on Amazon to help him with those sales.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/how-money-flows-from-amazon-to-racist-troll-haven-8c…

🏵Epic Thread🏵 

 

Dirk Schwenk
@DirkSchwenk

The NRA v. Ackerman McQueen.  Epic Vortex of all that is 
Horrible.  A Thread.

194 11:00 PM - May 13, 2019

121 people are talking about this

The DoJ contended that RM Broadcasting has been acting as an agent of the the

Federal State Unitary Enterprise Rossiya Segodnya International Information

Agency a Russian state-owned media enterprise created by Putin to advance Russian
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Agency, a Russian state owned media enterprise created by Putin to advance Russian

interests abroad 

Court Finds RM Broadcasting Must Register as a Foreign Agent
U.S. District Court Judge Robin L. Rosenberg has ruled that a Florida-based
company, RM Broadcasting LLC (RM Broadcasting), was acting as an agent of a
foreign principal and must register as such und…

https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/court-finds-rm-broadcasting-must-register-foreign-agent

🏵Excellent Update🏵 

 

Louise Mensch
@LouiseMensch

Replying to @LouiseMensch
So @RealDonaldTrump let's recap because #MothersDay this 
year happens to fall on #ComeyDay - amazing coincidence 
 
- you fired James Comey - America kept coming 
- you bullied Jeff Sessions - America kept coming  
- you fired McCabe and Strzok - America kept coming

584 4:06 AM - May 13, 2019

180 people are talking about this

Dow Chemical Donates $1 Million to Trump, Asks Administration to Ignore Pesticide

Study 

 

The fact that C.E.O. Andrew Liveris is a close adviser to Donald Trump can’t hurt. 

 

#ChemicalWarfare = #PoisonUScitizens 

Dow Chemical Donates $1 Million to Trump, Asks Administration to Ig…
The fact that C.E.O. Andrew Liveris is a close adviser to Donald Trump can’t hurt.

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2017/04/dow-chemical-endangered-species
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🏵MuellerReport🏵 

 

Tami Burages
@tburages

This thread contains images with passages from the Mueller 
Report. I will add new ones as I create them. 
 
If you want, share them on Facebook, Instagram, print on fliers 
or t-shirts or postcards.  
 
I want to show America what's in that report.

486 1:03 PM - May 12, 2019

432 people are talking about this

Doris Day, Movie Star Who Charmed America, Dies at 97 

Doris Day, Movie Star Who Charmed America, Dies at 97
From the perky girl next door in the 1950s to the woman next door in 1960s sex
comedies, Ms. Day was the most popular film actress since Shirley Temple.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/13/obituaries/doris-day-movie-star-who-charmed-a…

No Democrats have read the less-redacted Mueller report. But five Republicans have.  

 

Mitch McConnell, Richard Burr & Lindsey Graham have read it, along with Kevin

McCarthy Doug Collins, have seen it, according to the source, while Devin Nunes has

not. 
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No Democrats have read the less-redacted Mueller report. But five Rep…
None of the six Democrats who have been provided access to a less-redacted
version of special counsel Robert Mueller's report have gone to the Justice
Department to read it, according to a source fam…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/10/politics/democrats-republicans-mueller-report/index.h…

China is a menace at home — and abroad (& RU, SA, I, Hungry, TUR, etc) 

 

WLDs are too slow to acknowledge murderous and totalitarian regimes for what they

really are 

 

#Hint: 1930 rise of the RW fascists.  

China is a menace at home — and abroad
Remember Tiananmen Square? The Chinese Communist Party would much rather
you didn’t. Thirty years after student-led uprisings in Beijing and other big cities
rocked the regime, memories are bleached …

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/china-is-a-menace-at-home-and-abroad-2zsdxjt26

🌶SpicyFiles🌶 

 

Trump - you’re full of SH*T your financial disclosures are BS too 

 

Congressional Subpoenas update... 

 

Spicy found something -interesting- 
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Trump - you’re full of SHIT your financial disclosures are BS too
Congressional Subpoenas update... Spicy found something -interesting-     In the
Contempt Of Congress Entry, I attempted to give you an informative, substantive

and well sourced discussion on what …

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/trump-v-the-legislative-branch

Sweden reopens rape case against WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange, wants extradition 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/sweden-reopens-rape-case-against-wik…

Britain warns US of unintended escalation in conflict with Iran as Trump sends

bombers to the Gulf | 

Britain warns US of 'unintended' escalation in conflict with Iran as Tru…
‘We are very worried about a conflict, and the risk…

http://www.cfcpac.org/content/2019/05/13/britain-warns-us-of-unintended-escalation-in…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

 

Susan ☆ Whitney ☆ E Pluribus Unum ☆ HugeBlueW
@SMBWhitney

The heavens open and the angels sing  
when at the very moment 
we feel the sword of betrayal in our heart by one closest to us 
and  
we choose Love 
over hate 
over vengeance
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over vengeance 
over spite 
over despair 
over bitterness 
over all but 
LOVE 
The Greatest One Love 
I choose Love 
The only choice
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See Susan ☆ Whitney ☆ E Pluribus Unum ☆ HugeBlueWave's
other Tweets

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

 

David Mark Bradley
@davidmarkbradle

Joy to The World 
Mr. Mueller Has Come 
Let Earth receive Rule of Law 
 
Let every heart prepare him room 

Let heaven & criminals sing 
Let heaven & criminals sing 
Let he-ea-ea-ea-ea-eaven  
& criminals sing! twitter.com/BaddCompani/st…

24 2:00 AM - May 13, 2019

See David Mark Bradley's other Tweets

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Louise Mensch
@LouiseMensch

THREAD #PAMFAM  
 
‘Pam Fam’ stands for ‘positive active measures’ family. It’s an 
idea from @EricGarland that many friends have taken up. We 
post scenes from our lives and country likely to cheer people up. 
Tonight I present a supreme example - the HMS Louise, by 
@EricHardwick4

842 1:21 AM - May 11, 2019
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247 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

 

Apollo rocks showed how the moon was made, and now they’re about to solve more

mysteries 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/apollo-rocks-showed-how-the-

moon-was-made-and-now-theyre-about-to-solve-more-mysteries/ar-AABgOIY

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Jzikah
@jzikah

Replying to @jzikah
If folks haven't watched the Active Measures documentary, it's a 
great way to get up to speed quickly. We're under attack. Fight 
back.  #ActiveMeasures

14 7:23 PM - May 13, 2019

See Jzikah's other Tweets

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 
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Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Happy Mother’s Day  
 
Wishing everyone a wonderful Mother’s Day!  
 
To celebrate I thought I would begin to share some photos of my 
vacation as I process them.  
 
Please join me on a virtual tour of 
Sèvres Musée National de Céramique

116 5:15 PM - May 12, 2019

51 people are talking about this

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Thank you so much for the warm welcome back! I missed y’all too.  

 

I hear the last couple weeks were epically cray... more tumult is likely as the legal

noose tightens. 

 

Remember mobsters are gonna mobster until Lady Justice has her way with them. 

 

#BuckleUp!

0:00

Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour

@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @Texdj123 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla & many more! #Squad
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♥ #TeamNutShellReport♥  
 

Thank you so much for your awesome efforts & hard work devoted to creating &

posting the NSR every night, while I was off on vacay.  

 

Y’all did an amazing job & best of all I am thrilled to hear y’all got along, had fun &

grew closer together.🥰 

 

#Squad

0:00

🌳Breathe🌳 
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Thank you for your good wishes and yes, I had a great time on vacation. ❤ 

 

If you are interested, I will take you on virtual tours of various museums & places I

visited as I go through & process my many photos. #PAM #PAMFAM
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

May 13, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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